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Decolonial Water Pedagogies: Invitations to Black, 
Indigenous, and Black-Indigenous World-Making
Fikile Nxumalo
In this article, I share small stories of young people’s pedagogical encounters with water. I share these 
stories as illustrations of pedagogies that welcome young people into caring relationships with more-
than-human life. So, why do the ways in which young people are welcomed into relationship with 
the more-than-human matter? In my work, I spend a lot of time with young people and educators 
in everyday place-based encounters. An important orientation of this work, both pedagogically and 
conceptually, is trying to figure out what it might look like to learn with place, and its more-than-
human inhabitants, in ways that disrupt settler colonial and anti-Black inheritances. These inheritances 
include Euro-Western human exceptionalism, which manifests in myriad ways in place-based education, 
including as a normalized understanding of the natural world as intrinsically separate from, and lesser 
than, humans (Bang et al., 2014; Nxumalo, 2019). This separation shows up, for instance, when nature 
is described in ways that construct it primarily as a mute site for young learners’ meaning-making and 
their universalized cognitive, physical, and socio-emotional developmental progression (Nxumalo, 2019; 
Taylor, 2017). This is not to suggest that there are not important benefits that derive from pedagogical 
encounters with the natural world. However, my concern here is with two interconnected key issues that 
arise from the dominant focus on developmental outcomes. 
First, human-centered approaches to learning about the environment and what it can do for students 
reinforces colonizing and extractive views of the world. These views are extractive because nature is 
valued primarily for how it can benefit certain humans. While lessons on environmental stewardship 
that actively teach students to protect the environment can be an antidote to extractivism, they remain 
colonizing if they maintain a view of nature as a passive object of humans’ care and protection (Taylor, 
2017). They are also colonizing because they erase Indigenous peoples, lands, and the inherently 
reciprocal relationalities of Indigenous peoples with land (Cajete, 2000). As Bang and Marin (2015) 
explain, universalization of a bifurcated relationship between “human culture” and “non-human nature” 
“tends to structure learning in ways that restrict experienced and possible forms of agency, identities, 
and relations” (p. 531). 
A second concern is that while there is compelling evidence for positive relationships between students’ 
learning in the outdoors and their physical, cognitive, and socio-emotional developmental outcomes 
(see Chawla, 2015, for a review), the narrow focus on universalized developmental outcomes perpetuates 
deficit views of marginalized children and youth. Pérez and Saavedra (2017) describe this as a “one-size-
fits-all mentality, grounded in the image of the White, monolingual, male, heterosexual child, [that] not 
only disaffirms diversity but also stigmatizes children of color through discourses of underdevelopment 
and underachievement” (p. 6). Brought to contexts of environmental education, this shows up, for 
example, through outdoor programs targeting socio-economically and racially marginalized young 
people that narrowly focus on outcomes such as healthy eating and improved test scores (Cairns, 2018). 
Coupling universalized developmental norms to learning about the more-than-human world also 
leaves intact anti-Black and settler colonial constructions of nature as pure and idyllic (rather than 
understandings of nature-culture relations) to which White and privileged children “naturally” belong. 
For others, particularly Black children who are always viewed as being outside of a state of childhood 
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innocence, connections to the more-than-human are constructed through hyper-surveillance, salvation 
discourses, and the erasure of Black land relationships (Bernstein, 2011; Cecire, 2015). It is not surprising 
then, that for many young Black children, everyday experiences of the more-than-human world remain 
sutured to the anti-Black geographies that continue to restrict Black life in myriad ways, both within and 
beyond schooling contexts (Nxumalo, 2019; Nxumalo & Cedillo, 2017; Nxumalo & ross, 2019). 
For the rest of this article, I share three short stories of learning with water that individually and 
collectively illustrate decolonial ways of welcoming young people into relationship with the more-than-
human. These stories are told as an antidote to the anti-Black and settler colonial inheritances that I 
have just described. The stories are place stories, meaning that they are inherently tethered to the places 
in which they are situated. Therefore, rather than offering them as practices to follow, I share these 
stories to highlight the ways in which welcoming others matters pedagogically as an ethos for living 
well with human and more-than-human others within and beyond educational spaces. In particular, I 
would like to invite readers to think of pedagogies of reciprocity, relationality, and testifying-witnessing 
in relation to their necessity as an ethos for Black, Indigenous, and Black-Indigenous futures (Nxumalo, 
2018b, 2019; Nxumalo & Berg, 2020).
PEDAGOGIES OF RECIPROCITY
Throughout the five days of the summer encounter, water is an affective presence that welcomes us into 
the space. Along the steps leading up to the stage of the large hall where we spend our time during the 
indoor portions of the encounter, a community altar has been built. Amidst the blistering Texas summer 
heat, much of this encounter is held indoors in the large hall where the altar is set up. The water sits on 
a woven blanket in a large white container at the center of the altar, surrounded by beautiful, carefully 
placed gifts, including turtle carvings, a drum, conch shells, a gourd, and rattles. The day before the 
start of the encounter, the water has been collected in a ceremony by Coahuiltecan community elders 
and encounter educators from Ajehuac Yana, the springs currently named San Marcos Spring Lake. 
These springs are sacred to Coahuiltecan peoples.
The annual summer encounter described in this narrative is organized by Coahuiltecan elders in 
San Marcos, Texas, and brings together over 30 young people aged 5 to 12, most of them Latinx and 
Indigenous, to learn with Indigenous knowledges in ways that aim to activate relational modes of 
learning with Central Texas lands and waters. Much of what is taught, learned, and (re)remembered 
cannot and should not be fully described here and is not for me to tell. I tell this story, and the stories 
which follow, from a partial perspective (Collins, 2004; Haraway, 1988) situated within particular ethical 
responsibilities towards people, lands, and waters. These place relations include those that come with 
being a recent immigrant to Yana Wana lands who carries particular Indigenous knowledges of relating 
to land and water from my childhood and youth in eSwatini (Nxumalo & Villanueva, 2020a). It also 
matters that I am telling these stories as a Black, African (Ndwandwe clan) researcher invited into the 
space of a Coahuiltecan summer encounter. As a participant witness to the pedagogies of reciprocity, 
relationality, and refiguring presences that I story in this essay, my storytelling is shaped by these and 
multiple other temporal-spatial-embodied relations with and responsibilities to people and places. 
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Figure 1. Community altar
The community altar to water and the collective practices that have resulted in its creation can be 
encountered as a story of welcoming that is simultaneously visual, spiritual, material, and embodied. 
Importantly, the altar, the creation of the altar, and the caretaking of the altar throughout the week 
are all profoundly pedagogical. Prior to the beginning of the planned learning activities, all who enter 
the space, including myself, are being invited, through the presence of the altar, to witness and learn 
that welcoming includes actions of reciprocal care. The word reciprocal is critical here. Water has many 
powerful roles in this space: as a welcoming, living, and affective presence, as teacher, as aesthetics … 
and more. However, we are reminded in this place that we cannot stop at appreciating what water does 
for us. That is to say, I witness the altar and its creation as a powerful teaching that to be welcomed into 
place and space is a political act that comes with responsibilities. 
In the context of this encounter, participants are not only being welcomed into the physical space of 
the setting; we are being welcomed into relationship with Yana Wana, which means the spirit of the 
water and is the Coahuiltecan place name for the Central Texas lands and waters on which we are 
gathered. There are many responsibilities, of multiple scales, that come with being welcomed into 
relationship with Yana Wana in the particular place and purposes of this week-long summer encounter. 
These responsibilities include acts of care as embodied in the careful curation and maintenance of this 
community altar throughout the week. Another responsibility is beautifully expressed by one of the 
children: 
Water is life, she loves to hear us sing her name Yana Wana.
This responsibility also comes from lessons that teach the children some of the reasons why water needs 
protection. For example, for one session, a community organizer teaches children about the threat to 
Texas aquifers that is posed by a planned pipeline in the region. Ajehuac Yana is one of these aquifers; 
they are a vital source of clean water. Afterwards, the children spend time writing and drawing their 
responses to the teachings. One child writes: 
Because we are water, I am a river, Because we are flowers, I am alive.
There is a risk that the children’s responses to pedagogies of reciprocity that I have illustrated above 
will be viewed through a lens that reinscribes the idealization of children’s relationships with the 
more-than-human world (Nxumalo, 2019). Despite this risk, I share them here to show that learning 
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reciprocity can be enacted through creative, joyful, protective, and caring acts as matters of climate 
justice and decolonial action.
PEDAGOGIES OF RELATIONALITY
On the third day of the summer encounter, we (students, educators, and researchers) are invited to 
participate in a water ceremony. We assemble in a large circle. At the center of the circle, Maria Rocha, 
Coahuiltecan elder and co-founder of the summer encounter, sits in front of a container of sacred springs 
water that has been at the center of the community altar. Next to the water is a popoxcomitl with 
burning copal. While we sing a song to Yana Wana accompanied by drumming, Ms. Rocha invites us to 
come into the circle in pairs. In turn, she guides us to pass an empty vial over the copal and then guides 
us to carefully fill each vial with some of the sacred springs water that has been at the center of the altar. 
On leaving the circle, each participant places a water-filled vial on the community altar. The vials will 
stay at the altar until the last day, when each participant will be invited to take one home. This water 
ceremony embodies relationality in multiple ways. 
The relationality between the participants is (re)generated and amplified every time we come together 
in a circle for teachings, such as those in this water vial ceremony. This relationality is also generated 
through the collective work of singing to Yana Wana and filling the vials of water for each other—we do 
not know which of the vials we will end up with at the end of the encounter. Pablo Montes, one of the 
educators and my research collaborator, describes this relationality as gifts: gifts of sacred water and 
gifts of the collective blessings that will be carried in the water to everyone’s home when they leave. In 
this story, then, relationality is never just between humans; it is also between human and more-than-
human life. As a pedagogical practice, this water ceremony is an invitation into teachings of spiritual, 
affective, and embodied interconnectedness with water. What might be provoked in multiple educational 
contexts by thinking with pedagogies of relationality that welcome young people into learning with/
about the more-than-human through interconnectedness rather than as separate objects of human 
knowledge and meaning-making? The normalized separation and privileging of certain humans over 
the more-than-human, also known as anthropocentrism, is intimately linked to ecological precarity and 
underpinned by racial capitalist colonial conditions (Nishime & Williams, 2018; Vergès, 2017). As Bang 
et al. (2014) state, 
… taking anthropocentrism as a universal developmental pathway privileges settler colonial 
relationships to land, reinscribes anthropocentrism by constructing land as an inconsequential 
or inanimate material backdrop for human privileged activity and enables human dislocation 
from land. (p. 44)
Finding ways to disrupt anthropocentrism in education feels urgent to me as part of the work of building 
decolonial worlds for current and future generations.
Pedagogies of relationality with young people can happen in multiple ways (Nxumalo & Villanueva, 
2020a, 2020b). Over the course of the summer encounter, children learn songs to sing to and about 
water-as-life. They listen to stories that teach about the coloniality of the Texas/Mexico border. They 
create art and write poetry about what they are learning. They learn dances that honor lands, waters, 
and all living beings. They learn the native plant ingredients for the tea they drink at snack time 
as medicine gifts to their bodies from earth’s lands and waters. They learn multiple expressions of 
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gratitude for the tea they drink and the food they eat, gratitude that teaches the inseparability between 
their human bodies and more-than-human life. They learn and re-enact a Coahuiltecan creation story 
which contains many teachings, including of Ajehuac Yana waters as a sacred relative and the origin 
of life for Coahuiltecan people. The pedagogies that I have named here are intentional and planned. At 
the same time, this is not a passive transmission of knowledge. Instead, the pedagogies are relational, 
interactive, and affective, open to what emerges in encounters between children, place, materials, and 
educators (Nxumalo, Vintimilla, & Nelson, 2018). There are many examples of this throughout the week, 
where pedagogical invitation leads to an unexpected trajectory, such as in response to a child’s question, 
when the drumming and singing invites spontaneous movement, and when a child peers through the 
glass-bottomed boat on a tour of Ajehuac Yana and remembers something that connects this place to the 
Coahuiltecan people’s creation story. 
PEDAGOGIES OF TESTIFYING-WITNESSING
For this narrative, I move from the summer encounter to another educational setting on Yana Wana 
lands, a small independent school in the suburbs of what is currently known as Austin, Texas. My 
work at this school as a researcher-pedagogista was focused on deepening engagements with outdoor 
curricula and pedagogies for kindergarten children. The particular focus of our collective long-term 
inquiry centered on children’s relations with a creek that borders the school where we spent time weekly. 
With my collaborator, Marleen Villanueva, who is a member of the Miakan-Garza Band of Coahuiltecan 
people, and a kindergarten teacher, Libby Berg, I have recently written about our pedagogical encounters 
with the creek, focusing on their potential for anti-colonial climate change education that is attuned to 
children’s affects and invites creative expressions of relationality as well as for education that presences 
Indigenous land and life (Nxumalo & Berg, 2020; Nxumalo & Villanueva, 2020a, 2020b). Here, I want to 
begin to extend this work by storying our pedagogical encounters as spaces of possibility for subverting 
the anti-Black discourses that I referred to earlier in this article, where Black children’s relations with 
the more-than-human world are constructed through deficit salvation frames. 
Simone1 is one of two Black children in the kindergarten class. In documenting our weekly pedagogical 
encounters at the creek, I often write about Simone, paying attention to the questions that she asks 
and her creative expressions. I write about the ways the creek and particular trees and plants along the 
creek bed are in relation with Simone and her ways of being-with. Her multiple ways of being with this 
place include an impromptu desire to bring her umbrella and crouch in the creek waters while we talk 
about the latest floods in Austin. They also include plopping herself on my lap when we all sit together 
bedside the creek to listen to her teacher, Miss Libby, do a read-aloud. On one particular day, I remember 
her sitting on my lap as we listened to The Water Walker, a book about Anishinaabekwe Grandmother 
Josephine Mandamin and her revolutionary walks for water protection. On more than one occasion, the 
tree that hangs over the creek beckons to Simone, and she climbs it, pretending to be a bird in a nest; 
usually one of her friends will join her. Simone is excited when Marleen teaches us a Coahuiltecan song 
to sing to the creek. Afterward, Simone remembered this song and would often sing or hum it when we 
were at the creek. When we have guests for our creek lessons, such as the doctoral students who come to 
help us test the creek water, Simone is the first to volunteer to collect samples and carry out a test; her 
enthusiasm is infectious, and several children clamor for a turn. After heavy rains, the creek fills with 
water, and we have to find ways to cross over without getting water in our rain boots; often it is Simone 
who will lead us, getting us across by walking along a branch and on rocks, and taking a quick leap.
1 pseudonym
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Figure 2. Simone, her umbrella, and the creek
I call these small, everyday stories of Simone’s encounters with the creek pedagogies of testifying-
witnessing. Pedagogies of testifying-witnessing are small but important modes of resisting anti-
Blackness in environmental educational contexts and the silences on issues of race in broader 
environmental discourses (Karera, 2019; Nxumalo, 2018b). Anti-Blackness in environmental education 
operates in both subtle and overt ways. As I suggested earlier in this article, anti-Blackness pervades the 
assumption that Black children lack relationships with the more-than-human world (Nxumalo & ross, 
2019). Anti-Blackness is also at work when educational exposure to nature is primarily seen as way of 
fixing Black children’s academic achievement gaps or behavior (Nxumalo, 2018a). In addition, the lack of 
socio-culturally responsive and sustaining environmental education is a form of knowledge-making that 
maintains and normalizes the erasure of geographies and histories of Black nature relationships (Finney, 
2014; Nxumalo, 2019).
In subverting anti-Blackness, pedagogies of testifying-witnessing are on the lookout for ways in which 
Black children can be invited into relations with the more-than-human. Such invitations may be explicit, 
such as through curriculum that stories Black nature relations. As the stories I have shared suggest, 
these invitations can also be through simply providing the space for Black children’s curiosities—this 
is resonant with what Silin (2017) described as practices of waiting and witnessing as resistance to the 
“unrelenting march of the linear” in early childhood education (p. 94). As with the story I shared of 
some of Simone’s encounters, this includes ensuring that Black children’s practices of place-making 
and relationship with the more-than-human world can be nurtured, made visible, and taken seriously. 
While such pedagogies are interested in the learning that happens among children, educators, and 
places through emergent and planned curriculum, they are not interested in narrowly prescribed 
developmental outcomes. Such outcomes would foreground an understanding of learning according 
to pre-determined, universalized expectations for all children. Such an understanding would mean, 
for example, focusing on the scientific learning that happened as Simone learned about creek water 
pollutants and then linking her capabilities to the mandated Texas kindergarten curriculum.
While this is not to dismiss such learning, pedagogies of testifying-witnessing are more interested 
in opening spaces for Black children to relate to the more-than-human as necessary activations of 
more livable and just worlds. The particularities of these activations cannot be known in advance 
and captured in the restrictive confines of developmental norms. Inspired by Black feminisms, such 
pedagogies refuse to accept the confines of anti-Blackness and its dehumanizing formations (Collins, 
2009; Tarpley, 1995). Put another way, these pedagogies are interested in the ways in which disrupting 
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human exceptionalism in early childhood education does not disappear the mattering of Black lives and 
other subjugated human lives (Nxumalo & Vintimilla, 2020). Pedagogies of testifying-witnessing attend 
to geographies of Black life that cannot be contained by anti-Blackness. These Black geographies include 
spatialized practices of fugitivity, relationality, creativity, and resistance—as embodied and transmodal 
expressions of joyful being-with-place, making-place, and belonging-to-place (Finney, 2014; Hawthorne, 
2019; King, 2019; McKittrick, 2011). It is also intentional that I have shared examples of Simone 
learning in relation with Indigenous relational knowledges. I see an imperative for creating pedagogical 
invitations for Black, Indigenous, and Black-Indigenous peoples to be in relation. Our liberatory futures 
are intimately connected, and as Habtom and Scribe (2020) state, we must find ways to co-conspire for 
decolonial futures, including within educational contexts. Importantly, just as pedagogies of reciprocity 
and relationality refuse the seductive colonizing romance of separate and pure nature, pedagogies of 
testifying-witnessing do not seek to reform childhood innocence and its racial and colonial formations 
(Bernstein, 2011; Templeton & Cheruvu, 2020). On the contrary, pedagogies of testifying-witnessing 
affirm Black childhoods and Black children’s place relations in resistance to anti-Blackness, as forms of 
(micro)political expression. 
I write this article amidst an intensification of anti-Black violence in Canada and the United States, 
including yet another painful reminder that Black people are marked as not belonging in nature (Scott, 
2020). Both the global pandemic and uprisings against anti-Blackness are filled with transformative 
potential in radically breaking away, at multiple levels, from current systems and practices under 
racial capitalism that have normalized anti-Blackness, individualism, and unsustainable ways of living 
with the natural world. Roy (2020) has, for example, utilized the metaphor of a portal to describe 
the potential of the current moment for imagining and enacting new hopeful, just, and more livable 
worlds. As one of many urgently needed modes of responding to the current moment in early childhood 
education, perhaps educators can actively seek ways to invite Black children into learning with the 
more-than-human world and to witness and testify to their brilliant ways of relational place-making.
CLOSING THOUGHTS
In this article, I have shared three short examples of pedagogical encounters as a gesture towards what 
might be generated by experiencing welcome and practices of welcoming, including their accompanying 
affects, as more-than-human events, where the more-than-human is an active presence and participant. 
The stories are told from the standpoint that everyday pedagogical encounters with place, including 
those that enact welcome, always occur within the interconnected conditions of settler colonialism, 
anti-Blackness, and environmental precarity. Therefore, from my perspective, welcoming others 
and being welcomed into place-attuned pedagogy and curriculum is always fraught and requires 
engagement with complexity and tension. Stories are one entry into such engagement, if accompanied 
by critical questions on the where, who, what, and why of certain stories. These questions might include 
asking: how can the stories I tell of children’s learning in nature dismantle rather than reinscribe 
racial childhood innocence? What new pedagogical narratives might emerge when acts of welcome 
are encountered as inherently political? What can it look like in my own educational context to enact, 
witness, and narrate welcoming pedagogies that explicitly refuse coloniality and anti-Blackness?
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